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newed focus to redevelopment within the
sprawling suburban
landscape, and can provide a genesis for future
communities.

Introduction
The Strategic Development Concept and
Community Design Principles are based
on the notion that the rural and mountainous landscape of Shelby County serves
as the backdrop for community life. The
mountain sides, forests, streams, rolling
valleys of agricultural lands and historic
sites form a fabric of green space (See
Strategic Development Concept - Green
Infrastructure).
Within this green space, a number of
existing traditional places such as
Montevallo, Columbiana, Sterrett, and
Vandiver form the historic community pattern. The Strategic Development Concept
is built upon a commitment to these traditional towns and places, and suggests
the patterns that formed these communities provide the precedent for a development model for future growth. This model
can guide the continued growth of traditional towns and places, can bring a re-

Following Shelby
County's traditional
community patterns, the
development model suggests that community
energy be concentrated
into a central Core (see
Strategic Development
Concept - Community
Core), supported by a
less intense Focus Area (see Strategic Development Concept - Community Focus
Area), with gradual transitions to green
space (see Strategic Development Concept
- Community Transition Area). The Strategic Development Concept is built upon
the principle that the County's communities will grow through concentration and
redevelopment of the existing Cores, centers and Focus Areas by in-filling underdeveloped and vacant areas rather than
simply growing outward, and also upon
the principle that new communities will
follow the traditional patterns of growth.
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Large amounts of cut and fill
required for “Big Box” Retail
shopping centers create an
unattractive and unhealthy
response to the surrounding
community and the
environment.
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Utility lines, wide expanses of
asphalt, and an abundance of
signs are the primary visual
image of the public domain.

The Undesirable Past - Business as Usual
The conventional development patterns of today’s communities do not foster a
sense of place and do not fit the strategic Development Concept. This
outdated, appropriate development pattern features separated land uses and
divides an auto-oriented culture that does little to foster a sense of community.

In order to understand and achieve this
vision, trends and patterns that have led
to the current sprawling conditions were
examined. These patterns began during
the mid-20th Century, as populations fled
the cities for the suburbs. The trend of
separating land uses to keep homes away
from noxious industries and using the car
to get anywhere created an automobileoriented culture that emerged down long
expanses of highways engulfing once rural land. New development grew as commercial strip shopping centers, where
signs dominated roadway views and parking lots created a moat separating the
roadway from the buildings, almost preventing a pedestrian safe access to buildings and storefronts. These auto dominated
commercial areas turned their backs to
everything behind them, separating land
uses and reemphasizing the use of the
car. Office parks, apartment complexes,
industrial parks and subdivisions, each of
which had no connection to the other,
emerged behind the strip mall. The result
is suburban communities that feature an
extensive lack of the essential elements
that add to community.

Schools, shops and
neighborhood streets are
separated from each other by
major highways and
disconnected subdivisions,
making it difficult to walk to
schools, parks or shopping
areas.
River corridors and other
natural features are not fully
utilized for public enjoyment.

Redevelop strip commercial
areas into mixed-use centers
with attractive streets and a
variety of shops, dining,
entertainment and housing
choices. Add civic buildings
such as a post office or library
whenever possible, and create
great streets for walking and
strolling.
Look for opportunities to
interconnect streets and
sidewalks for shorter daily
trips.

Place-Making Among Urban Sprawl
Create a renewed sense of place through infill and redevelopment of existing
urban sprawl. Find lost space and make it a meaningful community feature
and amenity.

Shelby County recognizes that this current trend is not a sustainable development pattern. Public input throughout the
planning process has clearly shown a preference for enhancing the existing communities and reestablishing the form of
the County's traditional small towns and
neighborhoods. Enhancement of existing
communities allows for a more efficient
use of public services, the preservation of

Restore streams and
riverbanks, and reorganize
buildings to address these
important features.
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Remove and bury overhead
utility lines and plant street
trees. Remove and reorganize
excessive signage and other
visual clutter.

larger amounts of common public areas
and an opportunity to provide a more balanced and integrated pattern of land uses.
The choice is not one of growth or no
growth. Growth is and will continue to occur throughout the County. There is a
choice to be made about how Shelby
County will grow. There are a number of
options, including doing nothing and allowing the existing pattern of growth to
continue. However, as was reiterated in
every community meeting, that option does
not meet the standards of many
Shelby County citizens. Some of the
other alternatives include making
places among the urban sprawl redeveloping commercial areas and
office parks into networked mixeduse centers with shopping, dining,
entertainment and housing choices;
designing new centers integrating
new centers into existing neighborhoods and create walkable connections for everyone; or growing the
traditional towns and communities
completing the traditional town pattern, adding parks, trails and
greenways; or more likely, a combination of each of these.
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While growth is targeted primarily within existing urban areas, opportunities will always
arise for new communities. These
new communities will be planned
as vibrant, attractive places to
live, work and play. They will be
planned as comprehensive, sustainable communities, featuring
all the goods, services, civic functions and housing choices required to serve the population.
They may be developed at the
scale of a small neighborhood, or
a large and complex city. However large or small, each new
community should be carefully
placed within the Green Infrastructure, with a compact, densely developed Core, and should feature an anchor
or center of activity, surrounded by integrated mixed use. Streets and walkways

will be interconnected, providing as many
choices as possible to move from place to
place, with opportunities for future connections to regional transit.

Allow public access to rivers and streams
and make these areas the center of daily
community activity.

Provide regional transit
connections along major highway
corridors and locate compact
commumity centers just to the
edge where small-scale
community-oriented streets and
places can serve a variety of
daily uses and activities.
Maintain hills and valleys and
other natural features, and
concentrate development in
more suitable areas.
Begin with a compact, densely
developed core and an intense
anchor or center of activity.
Provide interconnected streets
and walkways with as many
transportation choices as
possible.
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Designed Communities
Create compehensive, sustainable places to live, work and play. Designed
communities feature a variety of goods and services, civic functions, housing
choices and environmental atributes.

Locate schools and parks away
from major streets and close to
natural features and regional
greenways whenever possible.
Make sure schools and parks are
a prominent part of the
community, and make them
walkable destinations for the
young and elderly.

Principles illustrate essential elements of
community design required to make the
vision a reality.
The specific purposes of the design principles are to:
1 Protect the value of public and private investment
2 Promote attractive development that
serves to reinforce and enhance the appearance and character of the County,
consistent with goals of the Comprehensive Plan
3 Provide for the careful consideration
of key elements of building form, design
and context in the County, without limiting the potential for architectural innovation
4 Supplement the development standards and requirements in residential,
commercial, and industrial districts to
inform architectural design, landscaping
and site planning decisions

5 Increase public awareness of the value
of historic architecture and design issues
in the County
The Design Principles briefly describe
and illustrate the goals of the Comprehensive Plan, specifically the concept of
placemaking, by encouraging enhancement
of Community Cores; creating appropriately scaled and
pedestrian friendly centers
and neighborhoods; creating
a transportation network
that is interconnected and
designed to fit it's context;
and creating a system of
parks and open space that
utilize the resources of the
County's Green Infrastructure.
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The Design Principles are designed to
work hand-in-hand with the Strategic Development Concept. The Strategic Development Concept describes the vision for
the future development within the County,
generally defining where development
should occur in the County. The Design

The Design Principles are
intended to be used for planning, architectural design,
street and streetscape layout, open space, landscape
design, as well as locating
important public buildings
and parks. It is the intent
of the Community Design
Manual to improve the conventional development pattern by promoting the design of centers, neighborhoods,
streets and open space with greater emphasis placed on livability, appearance,
transportation opportunities, convenience
and safety for all residents of Shelby
County.

Community Model
At a County-wide scale, the Strategic Development Concept suggests a simple community model - the Core, the Focus Area,
the Transition Area, and the Rural Landscape. Each of the community components
includes policies regarding the general
level of density and investment.
The community design principles, however, have been developed with an understanding that development opportunities
arise at more detailed level of community
planning. Areas outside of the Community Core may feature small pockets of
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puses, or industrial parks. They
are unique uses that are not
necessarily integral to the traditional community, but nonetheless provide important or critical services to the community.
Whatever the purpose or location Special Districts feature a
number of important design elements to make them great
places.

intense activity- or centers. These centers
may be of many shapes sizes, and uses.
They may be the center of activity for a
neighborhood, or a gathering place within
a rural community. Whatever the shape
or size, a center features a number of design elements to become a Great Center.
At the same time, the community design
principles have been built with an understanding that Community Focus Areas and
Transition Areas are not just a nebulous
mass of development. Great communities
are built from Great Neighborhoods. In
fact, the neighborhood is the most basic
community element, and forms the building block for community life. Neighborhoods are the places where we live and
work, and raise of children. Neighborhoods
serve the daily needs of residents within
a quarter mile walking radius, and they
feature a number of design elements to
become a Great Neighborhood.
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Also, dotted within our communities,
Special Districts provide unique community services. These Special Districts may
be in the form of institutional campuses,
regional shopping centers, medical cam-

Streets in many ways are the
backbone of community design.
They provide connections to link
communities together, and the
often define patterns of development. They are the single
most visible part of the public
viewing area, and they are the
part of community for which we
can provide the most influence.
But streets are more than connections and
patterns. Great Streets are thought of as
a total environment- a place to move both
people and cars, and the stage setting for
community life. Great Streets are built
upon a number of important community
design elements.
And finally, communities are designed
within and built around open spaces. These
spaces are the green backdrop that development looks into, as well as central features and ordering elements of community design. Open spaces are more than
just two dimensional map elements. Open
spaces can become memorable places for
recreation, leisure activities, and for human connection with the natural environment when they are designed as Memorable Open Spaces.
The Comprehensive Plan places great
value in the idea of community and the
specific communities of Shelby County
themselves. The Design Principles are
applicable for every community type, existing and future. Communities range in
size and intensity, from small rural crossroads to larger towns and cities.

Rural Crossroads
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Rural Crossroads are the
least intense community type.
They are often located at the
intersection of an historic road
crossing. The crossroad represents the heart of the rural
community. However, rural
communities exist throughout
the County where no crossroad
signifies a community center.
The community is comprised
of a group of rural farm families who come together in informal gathering places.
Where rural centers exist,
the center features traditional
community structures, such as
the general store, railroad depot, post office, feed and seed,
country church or historic
barn located around the crossroad. These cultural pieces suggest an appropriate scale, organization and character of
rural centers.
Examples of the general
store can be found in places
such as historic Chelsea. These
structures are typically one to two
stories tall, and have a broad front
porch spanning most of the front of
the building and are located as close
to the street as possible. They are
generally constructed of wood and
feature operable windows and screen

doors for summer cooling. The
community depot or arena likewise is typically modest in scale
and character.
The community of Four Mile is
an example of the Rural Crossroad.
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Hamlet
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The Hamlet is also a rural
community type, but more developed than the Rural Crossroad. Hamlets have a low intensity, mixed use Community
Core, within a small grouping
of homes. The homes are typically clustered around a focal
point -- a church, a common
green or a civic building and
are surrounded by farms or
forests. Housing of various
sizes are appropriate in the
hamlet. Homes near the center have large, deep lots located close to the street and

the focal point. Other homes
are set back far from the rural road.
Examples of a Hamlet include Sterrett and Vandiver.

The Village is a self-sufficient
neighborhood, more urban in
design, where provisions are
made for daily retail, service,
civic and educational needs
within the Village Center. The
Village Center has a mixture of
uses -- including a mixture of
dense residential types -- to
meet the needs of the surrounding walkable neighborhood.
Streets are interconnected,
within the Village and to the major arterial rural or urban roadways adjacent to the Village.
Examples of Villages include Mt Laurel and Shelby.
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Village
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Town
Towns represent the
larger incorporated communities of Shelby County, but
vary in size. All towns have
a Community Core that relate to and serve a collection
of neighborhoods and neighborhood centers. Some
Towns have other community centers within their
Focus Area and a number of
special districts. The Town
Core and centers generally
serve the shopping, civic,
educational and cultural
needs of community. These places
feature a highly intensive, dense
activity center with integrated
mixed uses and connected streets.
Examples of Towns include
Columbiana, Pelham and Hoover.
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Community Design
Principles
…preserve and enhance the
Green Infrastructure

Community development should utilize the opportunities and reflect the
constraints created by floodplains,
slopes, soils, vegetation and other
Green Infrastructure. Engineering techniques should not be utilized to force fit
development into the environment.
Locating the development next to a river
or stream rather than installing a culvert
and covering over it can greatly enhance
the sense of place and value of the community. Open spaces should be developed
within the community, such as the com-
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To preserve and enhance the
County's Green Infrastructure, community development must be carefully
planned and organized within the natural environment. Community development should be sensitively sited within
or strategically placed away from the
most valuable or threatened natural
resources.

munity green, and should be linked to an
overall system of trails and preservation
areas.

…preserve historic structures
and cultural patterns
The cultural, historical and archeological resources of Shelby County should be
protected and preserved, whether in the
Rural Landscape or in a downtown. Encourage the establishment of local historic
districts. Promote architectural compatibility of new development, including infill
development, in designated development
areas where significant historic resources
exist. The County should commit to preserving County-owned cultural and historic structures and sites.

…provide all Community Design
Elements in every community
Regardless of the type or scale of the
community, there are a number of elements essential to making it a community of place. These elements include the
Core and Centers, neighborhoods, special
districts, streets and open spaces. Essential to community character, is the siting
and design of these elements making sure
that each element is designed to fit its
community context.
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Great Centers
Great Centers are essential to livability, cohesion, growth, service and mobility of a community. They are places where
goods and services are concentrated and
where a network of streets and walks allows for alternate means of accessing
those goods and services, often in shorter
trips. A healthy, vibrant center is not a
product of chance. Great Centers are the
product of thoughtful, integrated community planning and good urban design. They
feature vitality, and a sense of civic pride,
usually with meaningful architecture, urban form (the way buildings are arranged to
frame public space) and
activities that draw a diverse crowd. These centers are a result of planning, thoughtful architecture and civic-minded urban design.
Great Centers have
strength in a rich diversity of people and culture. These diverse cultures, life-styles and built
elements allow for a
more interesting and
meaningful life. The most
enduring places within
our communities are
those that embrace diversity. These unique places
long outlive the more superficial and segregated suburban strip commercial developments.
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Great Centers, like the community itself, are of many types and scales. A centers scale affects how it is linked, economically and physically, with other centers
in the community and County. Some centers should have large scales of development and high intensities of use to make
large capacity systems, like transit, financially feasible. Other centers should have
small scales of development and low intensities of use because of the Green Infrastructure and rural characteristics of
the area. The Community Core is a center
and is the heart of the community. Other

center types include regional, community
and neighborhood centers. A community
may have one or all of these centers. The
centers function as the central places for
gathering, shopping or recreating.
Centers are situated in such a way that
creates convenient automobile access for
the entire community while allowing residents from the center and adjacent neighborhoods to walk to retail and services.
Parking lots within the center occur behind the buildings, allowing for a pedestrian oriented streetscape. Center streets
encourage residents to walk by providing
sidewalks, street trees and traffic calm-

ing techniques such as narrow lanes and
parallel parking. Both informal and formal open spaces provide a variety of active and passive recreation opportunities
for the public and focal points for the community. Interconnected streets provide for
dispersion of automobile traffic and multiple access points for emergency and service vehicles.
The Strategic Development Concept recognizes the many existing Community
Cores and centers within Shelby County
and proposes that the center, as a development model, can bring a renewed focus
to development within the sprawling suburban landscape and provide a genesis for
future communities.

center and surrounding neighborhood into
the environment.

…preserve and enhance the Green
Infrastructure

Locating the center next to a river or
stream rather than installing a culvert
and covering over it can greatly enhance
the sense of place and value of a center
and surrounding
neighborhood. Open
spaces should be developed within the
center, such as the
village green, and
should be linked to a
system of trails and
preservation areas.

To preserve and enhance the County's
Green Infrastructure, development must

Identify natural features - forested hillsides, valuable
agricultural land, floodplains, and streambanks.
Determine appropriate public uses and scenic viewing
points. Organize the center so that buildings look into
the Green Infrastructure. Identify unique places for
public open spaces - they can be the beginning of a
highly marketable and unique place.

Identify unique
site features- a mature grove of trees, a
stream bank, or an
historic structure.
Preserve these features as community
open space- through
greenways, parks,
squares, or plazas.
They can help to
form a unique community image. Arrange
buildings to look into open space rather
than back into it.
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Great Center Design Principles

These simple ordering principles provide community connections to the environment.

be carefully planned and organized within
the natural environment. Centers should
be located in appropriate
areas, sensitively sited
within or strategically
placed away from the
most valuable or threatened natural resources.
Centers should utilize
the opportunities and reflect the constraints created by floodplains,
slopes, soils, vegetation
and other Green Infrastructure. Engineering
techniques should not be
utilized to force fit the
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…design the center appropriate to
its context
Centers, whether in a large urban area
or in a rural hamlet, should be designed
with the location in mind. The scale, mix
of uses, amount and type of residential
uses, location of civic buildings and type
of open space should fit the surroundings.
A fifteen field softball park and a 250
unit apartment complex do not belong at
the community crossroad. Each center has
an appropriate scale and mix of uses defined by its community type ñ rural crossroad, hamlet, village, town; its location
within the community ñ Core, Focus Area,
Transition Area, Rural Landscape; and the
population it serves ñ regional, community or neighborhood.

Centers can be
found in all
comunity types.
This rural hamlet
may provide
commercial and
office services in
a traditional rural
setting.
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Centers should have a sense of identity
and place, distinguishable from one community to the next. Truly Great Centers
include a unique feature or activity that
gives it an identity. A coin fountain, carousel, a favorite ice cream shop or a special park make the place a one of- a-kind
destination.
Centers should be compact and densely
developed, lessening in intensity toward
the edges. The edges should be well defined so that people know where the Center begins and ends without having to resort to walls or signs. The Center, at any
scale, should look and feel as if has been
designed, or at least
considered, as a
whole. Continuity of
setbacks, building
height, scale, materials, landscaping
and signage should
be evident. This
does not mean that
every building looks
the same, is always
built to the same
setback or there is
no variation in
height, only that
those differences
are not abrupt and
overwhelming.
A continuous shop front of
buildings aligned at the edge
of the street should be created in the center. Eliminate
gaps in the street wall. Vacant lots, or large expanses
of empty areas between two
destinations, will discourage
pedestrian activity. Create
"Mainstreet" style sidewalks
and shop fronts for comfort
and interest. Provide onstreet parking to encourage
pull-up visits and locate onsite parking areas behind or
to the side of the buildings.

Discourage extension of continuous and
scattered commercial development along
major transportation routes.

…create mixed use, multifunction
centers
A mixture of cultural, entertainment,
commercial and residential uses allows for
a more diverse income stream and greater
activity. Office uses feed retail operations
by supplying lunch patrons. These retail
uses, located within walking distance, encourage employees and residents to go out
to lunch and run errands without the use
of their cars. A rich mix of activities and
quality services makes a center the place
for commerce and culture.
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…create discernable, compact
centers that hold together as a place

New uses such as
offices, housing,
restaurants
combined with
public streetscape
improvements and
multi-modal facilities
can transpose this
highway into a
vibrant community
center such as the
the one below.
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A Great Center integrates the community’s retail,
office service, housing, civic, open space, cultural,
educational, and environmental needs in a central
location. It is carefully integrated into the natural
environment, and is linked by walkable, transit
oriented streets.
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Shops, restaurants, entertainment activities, work places and living places
should be within a convenient walking distance, usually within a quarter mile.
Spaces and building entrances and storefronts should be configured in a way that
facilitates human interactions and activity within the public realm.

…reserve prominent locations for
civic buildings or open spaces

Centers should contain civic spaces and
buildings according to center type, scale
and location. City Hall, the Post Office or
the library is located in the center of most
Great Centers. In some communities, a
public green space ñ the town square or
park serves as the center.

Civic buildings (schools, churches, museums, government offices, theaters, etc)
should be located on prominent sites
within the center. A sense of history, longevity and quality is an important part of
the character of Shelby County. Building
materials such as brick, granite, limestone,
wood and glass are appropriate complements. They
communicate naturalness,
commitment and confidence, and provide an atmosphere of health and vitality for future investors.
Inappropriate siding materials for important civic
buildings would include
stucco, concrete block, split
face block or metal products.

Centers should have well configured
public spaces such as squares, plazas,
greens, landscaped streets, greenways and
parks woven into the pattern of the center.

Streets should be visually terminated with important buildings, vistas of
open space or other distinct
Green Infrastructure.
Shelby County Courthouse in
Columbiana
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Center design should balance
the needs of the vehicle and pedestrian while creating convenient and safe methods for pedestrian movement. A pedestrian environment can greatly
influence the number of people
willing to walk or ride as an alternative to driving.
Linkages should be created between residential and nonresidential uses in the center. Sidewalks and walkways should connect adjacent roadways and trails with
buildings in the center. Pedestrians and
vehicles should be separated as much as

After infill development projects have begun, the street
begins to take on a more appealing quality.

possible, with the number and length of
pedestrian crossings through parking and
paved areas kept to a minimum. Walkways should be designed and buffered in
a manner that encourages their use. Elements such as landscaping,
street trees, street furniture,
public open spaces and plazas create contrast to the built
environment by softening the
streetscape and making the
walking experience more enjoyable and inviting.
Building location, setbacks
and orientation should enhance pedestrian comfort. Human scale should be created by building
massing and form, as well as the use of
architectural elements such as colonnades,

After streetscape and development projects have
been completed, the center becomes an attractive and
thriving business district. Sidewalks, streetscapes,
and humanly scaled architecture all help to create an
inviting place to shop.

canopies, walkways, street level display
windows, lighting and a variety of building materials. Building massing should be
varied to create a
logical hierarchy of
building forms, to
break up long expanses of façade, to
create shade and
shadow, and to create a human scale.
Parking should be located behind or to
the side of the buildings.
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..design the center for
people first, then the car

The first floor of
buildings should be
pedestrian scaled, to
encourage pedestrian flow between the
street and the building. Windows should
form traditional shop-front patterns with
large display areas.
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Before intervention, an existing corridor appears to be
designed specifically for moving cars. It is not designed as a
place to conduct business. Wide streets, expansive asphalt
parking areas, and billboards designed for high-speed
automotive traffic are very unappealing to the pedestrian
shopper.
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…design buildings to embrace the
street
Centers should be designed to relate to
and embrace the street. Buildings should
be placed at the setback line. The proportion between the width of the sidewalk
and the height of the first floor of the
building should be balanced. Spaces 1:5
and greater have little sense of enclosure
with a ratio of 1:1 to 1:2 being most ideal.
Large trees are needed to correct proportions.

Buildings should be
placed at the front of
the property line and
should abut the
sidewalk in Great
Centers. Parking
should be located
either behind the
building, or on side
lots. Building features
and details should be
designed to match
human proportions with plenty of doors,
windows, and awnings.
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…create an interconnected,
sensitively designed and walkable
street network

of blocks and lots, creating a grid pattern
that has been successful for more than
2000 years.

The center street network must balance
site design issues to accommodate traffic
circulation, retail planning logic, loading,
maintenance, control of noise or other
conflicts between uses, phasing, architectural continuity, privacy, security, flexibility and change, all at once. The street network must accommodate the traffic demand and provide mobility and access to
and from the center. The tool that permits this balance is a traditional pattern

Centers should provide a dense network
of interconnecting streets laid out in a grid
or block pattern. However, the street layout does not necessarily result in a strict
grid system. Street layouts must always
respond to local conditions such as topography, water courses, greenways and the
existing street systems of existing developments. An interconnected street network
requires that every street connect to at
least two other streets. Cul-de-sacs and

The block pattern permits legible street
layouts, where transitions between uses
occur across alleys. This block and lot
pattern permits a distinction between public and private uses, where buildings front
the public right of way, and service and
utilities are concealed from public views
along alleys or underground. This time
tested pattern results in privacy and community streetscape character.
Blocks should be two lots deep, so that
the building front can address the public
street, with architecture and merchandising that promotes community image. The
backside is the place for private gardens,
parking and outbuildings. The block pattern should be laid out with a secondary
network of alleys that crosses the block.
Alleys permit attached building types without rows of garage doors on the street.
They also provide access to service and
utility areas.
This traditional block arrangement is a
more efficient, concentrated form of development that builds community character, and reduces the need for screen walls,
berms, drainage swales and buffers that
are required in conventional suburban
developments. Investment can be concentrated in public viewing areas instead of
expensive screening techniques.

Preferred Core Area includes intensive
activities and uses arranged around a town
square.
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dead-end streets should be used only in
areas where environmental constraints
impede connections to other streets. The
dense street network encourages a tighter
mix of land uses and creates a walkable
center with more connection between uses.

Inappropriate Core Area

The traditional block pattern
permits a distinction between
public and private uses, where
buildings front the public right of
way, and services and utilties are
concealed from public views
along alleys.
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Great Neighborhoods
Great neighborhoods place an emphasis on livability, appearance, transportation opportunities, convenience and safety
for all residents. The most successful
neighborhoods generally utilize design
characteristics that are absent in conventional subdivisions. These characteristics
include: a legible center and edge to the
neighborhood; an integrated network of
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walkable streets; buildings set close
enough to the streets to spatially define
the streets as public spaces; and opportunities for shopping close to home.
Since World War Two, the conventional
residential subdivision has focused on hierarchical and loop street patterns to create isolated subdivisions. Nonresidential
uses, such as retail and office developments are segregated or isolated from
residential areas both visually
and physically. However,
through good design, differing
land uses can be integrated
within the neighborhood, allowing residents to live near
and walk to a neighborhood a
commercial center.
Successful neighborhoods
are designed around a central
community feature such as a
park, greenway, commercial
village, or school. The central
location serves as a gathering place, and often becomes
the heart of the neighborhood.

Neighborhood Design
Principles

Neighborhoods should be designed to look into open
spaces, rather than back into them. The overall
development value will generally increase, despite the
higher development costs of placing a few singleloaded streets along greenways. Streets that follow
green corridors may alternate between rows of lots,
and views into open space, in order to reduce costs.

To preserve and enhance the
County's Green Infrastructure, neighborhoods must be carefully planned
and organized within the natural environment. Neighborhoods should be located in appropriate areas, sensitively
sited within or strategically placed
away from the most valuable or threatened natural resources. Conservation
subdivision techniques should be utilized to maintain allowed densities
without negatively impacting the Green
Infrastructure.
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…preserve and enhance the
Green Infrastructure

The natural environment is an important ingredient in every neighborhood. A neighborhood designed to
conserve its natural systems requires less capital investment for
earthwork, clearing and drainage,
and results in a healthy, appealing
community.

Even the smallest pocket of nature can provide meaningful
outdoor connections for residents.
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Identify the most important site features and
design the neighborhood around them.

Great Neighborhoods begin wih the green infrastructure.
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…design the neighborhood
appropriate to its context
The scale and density of neighborhoods
should reflect their location in the community. More dense neighborhoods should
be located in the Core and Focus Areas of
the community, while less intense neighborhoods are built utilizing conservation
subdivision techniques in the Transition
Area and the Rural Landscape.

A conservation-oriented neighborhood, as designed
by Randall Arendt, concentrates development in
appropriate areas by using smaller lots. With this
concept, the same number of lots required in
conventional zoning can be arranged in the most
appropriate fashion, leaving large areas for
community open space and environmental
conservation.

The neighborhood center should also be
designed with the location in mind. The
scale, mix of uses, amount and type of
residential uses, location of civic buildings
and type of open space should be integrated into the neighborhood and fit the
surroundings.

Conventional subdivisions are the result of
conventional zoning and development practice, where
minimum lot sizes cannot be modified to best fit the
development to the land. The illusion has been that
bigger lots mean more trees and green space.
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The aerial view of a conservation subdivision illustrates how the same
overall density of development can be accomplished with flexible lot
sizes, to provide minimal impact on the former environment.

A neighborhood center is an important
part of every neighborhood. Centers may
be in the form of a mixed use activity
center, a neighborhood park, school, or
other central gathering place.
Centers may contain retail, commercial,
civic and open spaces to meet the daily
needs of residents. They may also provide a focal point or gateway to the neighborhood. The conventional strip commercial shopping center model should be
changed into a walkable, pedestrian oriNeighborhood Center

A neighborhood center should blend with the scale
and architectural quality of the neighborhood.
Buildings should be scaled to human proportions,
and appear to be custom-fit to the neighborhood.

ented neighborhood center with attractive
and enduring neighborhood architecture
that will add value to the neighborhood
and community overall.
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…create a discernable, compact
center that serves the daily needs of
the neighborhood

Centers should be fully integrated into
the neighborhood so buffers are not necessary. The neighborhood center should
be pedestrian oriented with easy vehicular and pedestrian access from within the
neighborhood. The areas around the center may contain higher density housing
and a higher concentration of residents.
A park or usable community open space
may also serve as a neighborhood center.
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The uses found in conventional strip commercial malls - a grocery store, movie
rental, or bank can be designed and arranged with a more traditional neighborhood
appeal.
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...design the neighborhood with
walkable, interconnected streets
Neighborhood design should balance the
needs of the vehicle while creating a convenient and safe environment for pedestrians. The sidewalk provides the framework for the pedestrian system in every
neighborhood. At a minimum, sidewalks
are provided on one side of cul-de-sacs
and local streets in all neighborhoods rural and urban, but are encouraged on
both sides of collector and arterial streets
in all communities and the Transition
Area. The pedestrian network can be
greatly improved and walking distance and

A great neighborhood street. Comfortable shaded
walks and pleasant homes with welcoming porches
make this an inviting place, and add significant value
to the community.

infrastructure costs substantially reduced
through the use of trails within greenways
or other open space systems, mid-block
connections and cul-de-sac linkages.

Most of today’s neighborhoods overlook the importance
and value of walkable streets. Narrow sidewalks
amongst rows of garages are rarely used, and are very
uncomfortable.

Creating interconnected and neighborhood streets and providing alternate
routes to every destination allows automobile traffic to be diffused, thus lowering traffic volumes on many streets.

Community and regional streets are located
to the edge of the neighborhood, and do not
bisect the neighborhood.
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Walkable and interconnected
street network
Connections to adjacent
neighborhoods
Great Neighborhoods feature interconnected,
walkable streets.

Create places for neighbors to venture
out into the public realm without their
vehicles. Places for a picnic in the park
or for children to play safely should be
staple items in neighborhoods. Lots that
surround open spaces add to the value of
property and create a more livable community.
Prominent locations should be reserved
for the public open spaces and for civic
purposes. Each neighborhood should have
one special gathering place at its center,
such as a village green. Prominent locations include building sites at the end of a
long view, terminating the view down a
street and anchoring a prominent street
corner or neighborhood square. Civic buildings should be accessible and located in
areas with greater activity.

Prominent spaces should be reserved for
community buildings.
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…reserve places for public open
space and civic buildings

Open Space

Civic
Buildings

Great neighborhoods are arranged around
public open space and civic buildings.

Places for a
picnic in the
park or for
children to
play should
be staple
items in
neighborhoods.

Cahaba River in Old Towne Helena
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…allow a variety of housing choices
Within a neighborhood, a variety of
housing choices ñ types, sizes, locations ñ
should be available. Single family residential, duplexes, townhomes and row houses,
condominiums and apartments, as appropriate to the location, should be mixed
throughout the neighborhood to meet the
needs of diverse residents of varied ages
and incomes.
Townhouse
living

Live-work units with ground floor
retail and office uses, and upper
level housing provide altenative
living choices for the small
business owner.
Townhouse
living

Apartment
living

Apartment
living
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Single family residential living

Single family residential living

Neighborhood streets are personal and
intimate in scale. The neighborhood
streetscape, the area located from the
front door on one side of the street to the
front door on the other side, is the most
important space within the neighborhood.

It represents the collective value of the
neighborhood. It is the place where neighbors meet, where kids play, and where
flowering gardens, patios, and porches provide rest and comfort.

Porches provide a welcoming gesture for visitors

Porches also provide places for seating, viewing, and a transition
between public and private space.

Garages do little to foster community interaction, or a sense of place.
They should be set back from the main home facade.

The neighborhood atmosphere should be
friendly, neighborly, and
should represent our
unique southern hospitality. Appropriately
proportioned homes,
porches, and covered
walks provide a welcoming gesture. Porches
and courtyards provide
shelter, seating places,
and a comfortable transition from the public
street to the private
dwelling. Entrances are
clearly distinguished
from the rest of the
home, as the main
entryway and welcoming feature. Foundation
walls and raised entrances provide the perception of a strong, solid
foundation, a sense of
durability, strength, and
importance. The home
appears to be sitting on
a platform, as an important structure, separated from the street
level.
Garages are located
away from the common
community area, as
they provide blank
walls within public
view. When open, garages display the most
utilitarian space to the
street. Garages should
be set back from the
front facade of the
home.
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...design homes and building that
embrace the street
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A great neighborhood street includes sidewalks, street trees,
and architecture that embraces the street.

…design streets at the scale
and character of the
neighborhood

This neighborhood street features an
overhead canopy of street trees which
gives the neighborhood a sense of spatial
enclosure and a comfortable setting.
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This same neighborhood
as above, after the street
trees were removed due
to the terrible “Dutch Elm
Disease” that plagued our
forest communities during
the 1920’s.

Neighborhood streets should be
narrower and include sidewalks,
street trees and front porches. Instead of the one size fits all standard, street designs within a neighborhood should be determined by
the type of adjacent uses, the location of the street within the community, the desired carrying capacity and vehicle speed. Neighborhood
streets should be calmed to create
an environment where drivers realize that driving too fast or too
aggressively is inappropriate.
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Today’s conventional subdivision model has been built upon the
premise that residents are only looking for economy of scale, and
that they do not want to invest in a neighborhood environment.
However, based on opinions expressed at the many town hall
meetings and through the County’s visual survey, residents long for
a healthy neighborhood environment, with lots of trees and places
to meet and play.

With sidewalks added, both the young and
the elderly can find confortable connections
to other neighbors, to parks, shcools and
shopping areas. These investments are
very modest in comparison to their long-term
value.

When both trees and sidewalks are included
in the neighborhood streetscape, the
neighborhood begins to come together as a
unified community, and the overall value
increases.
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When neighborhoods include street trees, sidewalks and
front porches, a neighborhood street can become a
welcoming place for residents and visitors, and add
significant value to the community.
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Special Districts
Special districts are unique
community places that provide important community
services or critical protection
of sensitive areas. Special districts create a unique community design situation- they are
not always an integral part of
the traditional community.
They may be in the form of
institutional or medical campuses, historic districts, environmental conservation areas,
industrial parks, regional
shopping centers, or large entertainment/ recreation facilities.
Special Districts are primarily single use areas or areas
with unique or sensitive historic, architectural or environmental characteristics. They may have special development objectives that merit special protection. These areas may require additional regulations to implement the goals
and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.
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Historic and cultural landscapes such as the Shelby Iron
Works site may be protected through the means of
historic preservation districts.

An institution campus is a unique and special place
that does not fit the traditional community
development pattern.

District types could include exclusive
use districts (institutional campus, regional shopping, office park, industrial and
employment centers), historical preservation districts, planned business districts, planned industrial districts, environmentally sensitive or conservation
districts and group housing
districts.
Performance standards for
special districts should be created to ensure compatibility of
development and redevelopment. Standards should include, but not be limited to
those that address use, compatibility, edge or transition,
circulation pattern, and open
space needs. Development and
redevelopment of Special Districts should allow for patterns that are most suited to
protecting the cultural, architectural, historic, natural or
visual resources of the area.
Ensure that the location, scale,
mix and intensity of land uses
within each special district are
compatible with the character
of the area.

…preserve and enhance the Green
Infrastructure
To preserve and enhance the County's
Green Infrastructure, special districts
must be carefully planned and organized
within the natural environment. Special
districts should be located in appropriate
areas, sensitively sited within or strategically placed away from the most valuable
or threatened natural resources. The natural environment is an important ingredient in special districts. A special district
designed to conserve its natural systems
can utilize those systems to assist in filtering stormwater and impervious surface
drainage. Maintaining natural buffers to
adjacent uses rather than installing new
buffers has less impact on those adjacent
users.

…locate special districts near
established community centers
Special districts should be located near
or in mixed use centers to give district
users opportunities to walk to lunch or
run errands without having to drive. Lo-

cating special districts near centers also
adds to the viability and activity of the
center.

…provide a mix of uses within
walking distance of the district
Within the special district, a mix of uses
is desirable. A mixture of cultural, entertainment, commercial and residential uses
allow for a more diverse income stream
and greater activity. Office uses feed retail operations by supplying lunch patrons.
These retail uses, located within walking
distance, encourage employees and residents to go out to lunch and run errands
without the use of their cars. A rich mix
of activities and quality services makes a
center the place for commerce and culture. Central common areas should be provided for district users to create a sense
of place within the district. The district
should be pedestrian oriented with places
for recreation and leisure, and a system
of walkways and trails that connect to
activity centers or provide an opportunity
for lunchtime exercise activities.
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Special District Design Principles

Special districts should be pedestrian oriented, and
should provide places for recreation, leisure, and
opportunities for lunchtime picnics or exercise activities.
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The University of Alabama Campus is a unique and
picturesque example of a special district arranged
around a central common area. The district is located
near Downtown Tuscaloosa, forming a unique “Town
and Gown” relationship.
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…require districts to appropriately
relate to the community
Special districts should be integrated
into the fabric of the community. Appropriate connections and transitions should
be made to adjacent uses. Streets and service drives should be located and designed
appropriate to the user. Vehicular access
should be designed to allow for user connections to adjacent centers and neighborhoods, but discourage service access
and delivery traffic. Community trails and
greenways should continue through the
district.
The scale of the district, as well as the
scale, mass and location of the structures
within the district should respect and fit
the surroundings.

Large scale commercial or regional shopping
areas should blend into the surrounding
community.

…provide an
opportunity for
transit
In special districts that
have large numbers of
employees or students,
plan for regional transit
connections. Provide locations for transit stops and
stations and walkable
connections from stops to
their destination.

Design roadways and sidewalks in a manner that
transit connections can be accomodated.

…integrate the open space network
into the special district
Open spaces and environmental systems
should be integrated into and through the
special district. Areas for parks, greens
and other open spaces should be reserved
in the district and connected to adjacent
open space systems.
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Reserve unique landscape features for parks,
greens, and other open spaces, and design the
district around these features.
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Great Streets

The Strategic Development Concept, as
well as the Design Principles, addresses
transportation issues such as enhancing
and improving the street network, connectivity and creating access management
standards.
Streets, in many ways, are really the
backbone of urban and rural design.
Streets often define the character of a community or Rural Landscape. Great Streets
should move vehicles safely and efficiently,
but they can also provide a more pleasing
experience for both the people in the car
as well as pedestrians and other users.
Great Streets are gateways to communities and neighborhoods and convey a lasting image to residents, business and industry, and the passerby. Great Streets are
safe, comfortable, shaded, calm, connected
and interesting.
This is not simply an idea about aesthetics. Shelby County's economy is inextricably linked to its character, and must

continually improve its image to remain
competitive. The County's blighted arterial corridors are incompatible with the
goal of attracting the best workforce and,
in turn, retaining successful, growing employees. And the County's remaining rural corridors should be maintained or enhanced as rural parkways.
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Shelby County’s economy is directly related to its
character, and must continually improve its image to
remain competitive.
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Types of Great Streets

The historic rural lane, serving farmlands of Shelby
County is the precedent for the rural parkway.

Higher density development should be screened
from public view along rural and suburban
parkways.
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Rural Parkway. A rural parkway is a
rural corridor that provides connections
between centers and other urban areas.
It may feature two lanes of travel, or four
lanes with a center median. Rural parkways are carefully integrated into the
natural and cultural landscape, preserving the rural character, and providing scenic views of the Shelby County landscape.
Access is carefully designed and managed,
to minimize conflicts and congestion. Buffers, views, and access
drives are carefully considered
during the design of the roadway
and the development of adjacent
land use. Development proposed
along rural parkways or other
suburban parkways should include a wide, natural landscape
buffer between the new development and the scenic drive. This
buffer protects other community
members and home owners from
the negative effects of clearing along important corridors. Higher density development should be screened from public
view along rural parkways.

Boulevard. A boulevard is a larger
multilane and generally urban corridor
that provides controlled access to commercial and mixed use buildings. Center medians provide points of refuge for pedestrians. Boulevards allow for a variety of
adjacent land uses, including commercial
and mixed use. Planting strips and trees
provide shade, scale and aesthetic quality.

The Boulevard

Drive. A drive is found at the edge
between a developed, sometimes urban
area and a natural area such as a river
or woodland; one side of a drive may
be detailed with curbing, gutters sidewalks and striped parking, while the
other side as a more rural condition,
depending on location and the designers intent.

The Street
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Street. A street typically allows twoway vehicular travel, is of closed section (curb and gutter) design, will usually have sidewalks on both sides, does
not have a central median or refuge
area, and is the most common corridor
in tradition street networking. Planting strips and trees provide shade, scale
and aesthetic quality.

The Drive

Road. A road provides access to primarily residential neighborhoods, may
be of open or closed drainage section,
and only seldom has striped parking.

The Road

Road with Parking. A road provides
access to primarily residential neighborhoods, may be of open or closed
drainage section, and only seldom has
striped parking.
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The Road with
parking

Great Streets Design Principles
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…design streets in a manner
sensitive to the Green
Infrastructure
Retain native vegetation and woodlands
along roadways where possible. Preserve
natural and cultural features of the Green
Infrastructure, such as steep slopes,
stream valleys and significant trees. Incorporate existing trees and shrubs into
the streetscape by carefully planning
alignments and grades. Existing trees can
be saved by curving roads around them
or by creating islands that divide streets
into one-way pairs. Vegetation does not
have to be cleared from the entire rightof-way, but only as needed to accommo-

Street patterns should be arranged to look into
natural areas whenever possible. Retain native
vegetation and woodlands along roadways.

date utilities, sidewalks and drainage,
thereby preserving as many trees as possible.
Utilize natural drainage systems, rather
than curb and gutter, in rural corridors
and neighborhoods. Review proposed
neighborhood streets and collector roads
associated with new developments in light
of their relationship to existing streets.
Preserve the character of rural Shelby
County and ensure that road capacity is
not increased in the Rural Landscape. Unpaved rural roads will be maintained in
their current condition except for safety
improvements.

Street patterns should avoid isolating natural
areas.
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Incorporate natural drainage systems such as
bioswales into street design whenever possible.

Great streets are designed as a whole.
This includes the vehicular elements
(travel lanes, parking, curbs), public components (street trees, sidewalks, lighting)
and private elements (buildings, landscape,
fences and walls). Great urban streets
have buildings that front the sidewalk,
usually close to the street. Do not leave
street trees and sidewalks for later; require their design and construction at the
same time the street is being designed for
all projects, public and private.
Interconnected streets provide a greater sense of
community, and minimize local traffic on major roads.
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…design streets and the streetscape
together

ral Landscape, inter-parcel connections
may detract from the rural setting and
may not be required in all instances.
Discourage direct vehicular access to
arterial and major collector roads from
individual residential and commercial lots.

…require connectivity
Require internal vehicular, pedestrian
and bicycle connections within development areas and between adjacent land
uses. The County will require developers
to address the need for internal connections (roads, pathways, open space, etc.)
between adjacent land uses, such as residential subdivisions or commercial developments, so as to provide a secondary
means of emergency access, encourage
more of a sense of community, and minimize local traffic on major roads.
Provision for inter-parcel connections
may be considered in development proposals in the Rural Landscape as required
in all development proposals in the community Focus Area. Encourage all development proposals in the Transition Area
to achieve a local road network, to keep
local traffic off regional roads. In the Ru-
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Disconnected streets have a negative impact on
community life. They offer fewer options to reach desired
locations, and require both local and regional trips to be
funneled onto congested highways. Local destinations
should have multiple access points to local streets.
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…design for pedestrians
Streets should be designed to balance the needs of the vehicle and
pedestrian. Street design should create a convenient and safe environment for pedestrians. At a minimum,
sidewalks should be provided on one
side of cul-de-sacs and local streets
-- rural and urban, and are encouraged on both sides of collector and
arterial streets in all communities
and the Transition Area. The pedestrian network can be greatly improved and walking distance and infrastructure costs substantially reduced through the use of trails
within greenways or other open
space systems, mid-block connections and cul-de-sac linkages.

...transform existing streets
into Great Streets
The suburban commercial corridors of Shelby County will be redeveloped into vibrant, community
centers, oriented along Great Streets.
Modifications to the street environment, and a re-orientation of the commercial center should be planned together as
a public/private partnership.
1. The existing suburban corridor before its transformation.
The existing suburban corridor suffers
from a lack of pedestrian orientation.
Wide streets, broken sidewalks, and
expansive parking areas make this an
un-inviting place to conduct business.
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A plan view of the existing corridor
shows few streetscape provisions.
Major buildings are removed from the
view of the street, and are not
connected with the sidewalks.
Businesses fronting the highway are
not connected to each other - either by
care or by foot. One must enter the
gighway to get from one shop to the
next.

New sidewalks and street
trees are added to begin to
make this an invitation
business district.

A plan view of street
imrpvements illustrates the
new tree-lined sidewalks and
medians.
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2. Public streetscape improvements.

3. A Great Street and Center.

Buildings are placed at the back of
the sidewalk, with shop windows,
awnings, and outdoor merchandise
areas.

A plan view of the new district
illustrates a new orientation of
buildings along the primary urban
corridor. Parking is included within
the streetscape, and at the rear of
buildings.
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Memorable Open
Space
Shelby County's high quality of life continues to draw
visitors and new residents to
all areas of the County. A
driving factor in this is the
opportunity for recreation
and interaction within the
many community parks and
open spaces. Shelby County
will continue to provide high
quality parks and open
spaces for its residents and

visitors including providing or requiring usable open space within
walking distance to the majority
of county populations; providing
recreational greenways and
green spaces; and serving large
scale recreational needs in appropriate locations. The County's
open space system consists of
many types to meet the needs of
multiple users.
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Greenways. Greenways are an integral part
of the County's Green Infrastructure. They
can provide opportunities for alternate forms
of transportation, act as wildlife corridors,
development buffers, storm water recharge
areas and links in the chain of the County's
public park system.

Regional Parks. Regional parks preserve the
natural character of the County while providing
both active and passive recreation opportunities,
such as hiking, camping and canoeing. They are
important for the protection of historical sites,
significant land features, watersheds and wildlife and serve as outdoor recreation centers.
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Types of Open Space

Community Parks. Community parks serve both passive
and active recreation needs for all the residents of the
community. They provide a mixture of activities and uses
such as active sports fields, play areas, trails, picnic areas,
outdoor classrooms and community centers. They are carefully integrated into the natural environment, with a considerable portion of the land area held in its natural treecovered state. Park facilities and buildings foster a positive
community image, and sense of pride and should be constructed of local materials, with respect to the local context. Community parks provide comfort within a humid,
Southern climate. They include shaded paths and benches,
and are designed to optimize summer breezes, and solar
angles.

Municipal Campuses. Where one or more municipal buildings are planned together, they should
be designed as a campus. A municipal campus
serves many of the daily governmental service
needs of the community, within walking distance
of other local daily services, such as shops, parks
and dining facilities. The campus setting creates
many opportunities to complete daily errands
within one stop. Visitors have the opportunity to
grab a quick lunch, to bet enjoyed at a central plaza
or town square. Campus structures are organized
around a central open space, and buildings are
designed with traditional architectural features.
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Neighborhood Parks. Neighborhood parks are
designed to serve a relatively small residential
area. They provide opportunities for both active
and passive recreation. Neighborhood parks provide a place for informal community gatherings
and neighborhood events. These parks are typically made up of shaded paths, playground structures and open space for active play.

Squares. Squares are typically comprised of
a city block- often as a town center or occurring at a regular interval throughout a grid
street system. A square may share the block
with significant public buildings. The square acts
as a stage for formal civic functions. They are
flexible in design, providing small gathering
spaces that may be easily combined to accommodate large public functions. Their amenities
may include lawns, formal design and fountains,
large shade trees, broad sidewalks, benches and
gazebos. Typical uses include community gatherings, art shows, concerts and other public
functions.

Plazas. A plaza is the most formal of public spaces
and designed primarily for civic functions. A plaza
is typically bounded by buildings on all sides and
provides such formal amenities as sculpture, fountains and permanent site furnishings. Plazas are
designed to extend building square footage, blurring the line between indoor and outdoor spaces.
They are generally less than half a city block in
size.
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Pocket Parks. Pocket parks are green infill in
urban spaces between buildings. They are an important part of the public realm and offer a respite to pedestrians in the largely paved and
glassed urban environment. Their amenities may
include water features, movable seating, shade
trees and diverse landscape treatments. Because
of their small scale they typically serve immediately adjacent buildings and thoroughfares by providing areas of retreat from busy surroundings.

…conserve Green Infrastructure
and landscape form
The natural woodland and Rural Landscape is the county's greatest asset. Its
uniqueness and beauty is the County's
single most marketable feature. Located
at the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, Shelby County hosts some of the
most diverse landscape features in the
state. It features wooded hillsides, pastoral valleys, rural roads, farmsteads and
fence rows. The County landscape could
be considered a landscape portrait -- a
memorable image that attracts newcomers to the area.
One of the most important design principles of the Strategic Development Concept is to claim the landscape portrait as
a regional amenity. Development should
be planned and arranged as nodes of activity that lie within the landscape, allowing for scenic views. The mountain and

hilltop ridges are the most visible portion
of the County landscape. These ridges
should be preserved as tree-covered hills
with limited development. Buildings should
be limited in size, and should nestle comfortably within the tree canopies so that
rooftops are not visible.
Streambeds, wooded stream-banks, and
low-lying flood plains are linear elements
within the landscape to be conserved. At
the same time, the middle area between
the mountains and valleys offers the most
potential for development, without significantly altering the overall form of the
landscape.
Once the Green Infrastructure has been
established as the backdrop for development, the most meaningful and scenic locations are reserved for public open space.
Tree groves, bountiful lakes, pastoral valleys, historic farmsteads and mining remnants are important natural and cultural
features that can serve as key public open
spaces.
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Memorable Open Space Design
Principles
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vast, interconnected system
of open spaces can provide
unique opportunities for
recreation, wildlife corridors, natural drainage and
environmental ecosystems.
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…ensure accessibility
to all users
The County's open space
and recreation system
should be accessible to all
community residents. Parks
and natural areas with public access should be provided in addition to those
facilities that require reservations or charge a fee.

Identify these features and their connections as part of a larger open space
network. Once these areas are selected,
determine appropriate public uses -greenways, community parks, town
squares, plazas or regional park. Link
these elements together into open space
systems and organize development so that
buildings look into these areas rather than
back up to them. Street patterns within
developments should terminate at important viewing areas, adding value to the
interior lots of the development.

Parks and open spaces
should accommodate both
active and passive recreation uses. Walking trails, play areas, and picnic facilities
should be staple components of recreation
parks. And community structures should
serve dual purposes- a community center
can provide daytime activities for seniors
and young children, and evening activities for adults and teens.

The character of each part of the site
can be the beginning of creating a unique
and marketable development. Large scale
open space is generally the rural or mountainous landscape, but within compact development areas there should be a series
of neighborhood parks and amenities
around which the neighborhoods are arranged.
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…link County, local and regional
systems
The County's open space system should
be linked to local and regional systems,
and connected to large recreational systems. Community and neighborhood parks
should be planned and designed adjacent
to or within close distance of regional open
space systems, whenever possible. This

Shelby County’s Heardmont Park is an example of
an open space that integrates active sports fields,
natural areas, and passive activities.

Seating areas for ball fields should be organized beneath
mature shade trees, and should be connected to
the park trails.

Shelby County parks and open spaces
provide abundant shade and seating areas for respite during hot summer months.
All of the park and open space elements
are designed with comfort and cooling
clearly in mind. Seating areas at ball fields
are organized beneath mature shade trees.
And play grounds are nestled beneath
large tree canopies to provide shade for
children and their parents. When natural
tree canopies are not part of the existing
site, new shade trees are added for comfort.
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...create comfortable shaded places
for play and seating

..design new park structures
around unique natural and
cultural features
Open space design should evolve
from the natural landscape features.
Historic structures and natural features such as limestone rock outcrops, wetlands, tree groves, and
native plants should be the impetus
for creating a unique local character.

The new entrance feature at Heardmont Park was
designed to support the original entrance gates
found at the former Heardmont Farm.

The new Heardmont Community Center pays
homage to the original agricultural heritage of the
site.

An original barn structure at Heardmont Farm would
become a community center at the new park.
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Notes
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